1. When you have reached the point that you say, “This is too easy.” Or “It can not be this easy.” You probably have the proper answer to your situation.

2. It does not matter who one is, or where one is; a person can always put down roots if they have a shovel.

3. In the US, the government will not go into space. People will go to space and the government will tag along.

4. Space travel is Liberty’s final answer to government.

5. The problem in Islam is that at its core it is theocratic imperialism.

6. To find an avalanche, one must first locate a pebble. (2002)

7. My life has not happened by accident; I had control over my own development. (2002)

8. Amy Sefton has a mind that works on free association and at a speed that I can not keep up with. (2002)

9. Islam is a religion without an imagination. (2002)

10. The last totalitarians are surrounded by democratic nations and Israel is a bridgehead of liberty and capitalism. (2002)

11. In the US, the question was not about slavery, but what we, as a country, did about it.

12. Socialism can not handle an emergency situation, because it is a top down system and an emergency must be handled from the bottom-up.

13. Laughter tells the devil that his tail is too short.

14. I was told in a Glasgow bar that the greatest gift that America gave to the mother continent was the knowledge and the use of nutrition.

15. The US was a free country born with slavery. Its people dealt with this inconsistency 74 years later. No country in the world, by that time, had yet to do so.

16. God’s motives are not my motives, but I hope my motives are similar to God’s motives.

17. Pequea died on July 1, 2001. He was the best family I had for 15 years. A husky at the top of his breed and a companion of my life in the Hollow. I will miss him. I miss him lying down in front of the stove. I look at that spot a lot.

18. This period in history, 2000 and on, reminds me of the point in a crap game when the player is shaking the dice in a cup just before he takes his roll. Personally, I think the dice are loaded in our favor. (2002)

19. I acknowledge God as the creator and my source. Doing this, I am satisfied and do not need to convince or convert anyone. (2002)
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20. On 3/30/02, the Queen Mum died quietly in her sleep and so passes the last of the great W.W.II leaders. (2002)

21. The more diverse you make your population, the less cohesion your population will have.

22. FAIR and BALANCED is not the midpoint between right and wrong.

23. There is an emotional control I call managed anger. When angry, one should practice patience to a point where anger dissipates.

24. The perfect is not proof against success.

25. You sign for a house, walk out the door with the old owners. A guy comes to the front lawn and drops a load of shit. The old owner looks at you and says “Your problem”. This is the founding of the US and slavery. It took us 74 years to get rid of the shit.

26. The solution to any problem is not to create it in the first place. (2002)

27. When the armies of democracy are mobilized, they must be allowed to win. This lesson was learned in Nam and Korea and is now true in the Middle East. (2002)

28. To succeed, one must keep the gunnels higher than the displacement.

29. The market is afraid of faith, because faith makes you feel guilty about success.

30. I am glad I watch C-span. It shows me that I am not as smart as I think I am. Fox NEWS, on the other hand, makes me smarter.

31. Jerry Springer is the P. T. Barnum of our time.

32. Give the Middle East capitalism, not democracy. Democracy will follow because capitalism will demand it.

33. I think the balance of power in the U.S. that the founders set up is becoming over balanced toward the judiciary. It started at Nuremberg after W.W.II and it has reached a critical point on 9/16/03; see Calif. Recall vote. The executive and legislative branches must return the balance.

34. There should be only two classes in the future; the haves and the gonna have.

35. The media’s coverage of the Calif. Recall Election was pompous and condescending. The vote was reality democracy in action following the 10th Amendment of the Constitution of the US, and it worked. 10/7/03

36. I wish the American world media would take a page from history. To support and bow to the tribal sociology of any modern nation is to be against democracy and capitalism in that nation. Tribes in nations in the 21st Century will always be in conflict with each other.

37. As a husky trainer, I know one thing: training cannot work by going against basic instinct. This also true on a world level, the basic instinct of individuals is toward capitalism. To train (control) the capitalistic instinct, democracy seems to work best. Freedom = capitalism overlaid by democracy.
38. I realized today (10/21/03) that I had finished my first stock deal. I started it on 1/1/03 with TRF and in ten months closed the book on it with a profit, income and growth. The great part was knowing when “to get up and walk away”. I am ready for the next game.

39. The reason my parents’ generation is so long lived is that they are the first generation to benefit from WW II medicines.

40. People will only have politics when they need politics. An economic system comes first and politics will follow. Keep politics out of a growing economy and you get freedom (law) and regulation (controls) without force.

41. Negativity is needed, but is not a friend.

42. I just watched (12/7/03) Tulla do a circuit patrol of his territory, in the snow. This was one of the most calming and satisfying things that it has been my pleasure to witness.

43. In the war against God in the US today, I will use God’s gifts to me to fight those who would remove God from the American public’s perception. I will be a shield for my religious countrymen. It will not be said of me, “that when they came for others, I stood by...”. This is not liberal or conservative, it is just right.